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About This Game

Full Scale Restoration of the Japanese battleship “Yamato” in VR.

Battleship Yamato was constructed during the World War Ⅱ in 1941, and it was the biggest battleship ever built. Unfortunately,
Yamato didn’t last through the war, and it sank to the bottom of the sea.

Now, battleship Yamato is completely restored in full scale in VR. It is based on the blueprints and the recollections of the
actual crew who are still alive.

In this app, you can actually get on Yamato and walk across the deck, climb up the bridge, and go inside the ship.
See the Yamato crew taking command. View the explosions of the gun fire from a close distance.

The list below shows what you can actually see in the first edition of VR Yamato.

・Deck
・Inside the first bridge
・Inside the main gun

・Scene of the crew practicing firing the gun
・Fire control center

・Captain’s cabin
・Pilot house

・Hangar
・Ship’s kitchen
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With VR Yamato, enjoy the battleship from the perspective of an actual crew.
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Title: VR Battleship YAMATO
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Kanda Technologies
Publisher:
Kanda Technologies Inc.
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Japanese
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*WARNING: This game has been reviewed by Game Guru standards. Normal gamer discretion is advised.*

Terrorist Elimination is possibly the most advanced Game Guru project to be released on Steam so far...

POSITIVES:
+ Main Menu background (not the default background!)
+ HUD (not the default HUD!)
+ Hands (not the default hands!)
+ Some sense of tactical gameplay elements (I use this term loosely!)
+ A variety of firearms

NEGATIVES:
- Simple objectives
- Repetitive maps
- Exploitable and braindead AI
- Cannot save progression
- No Map Selection Menu
- No Option Menu

Verdict: A poor mix between Rainbow Six (Terrorist Hunt mode) and Counter-Strike (Buy Menu).

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tm-DHMMWJw0

Rating:
3.0 \/ 10. It's quite unfinished but a very engrossing experience all the same. Flying around, manoeuvring and landing on
buildings is oddly entertaining. The flying around becomes quite intuitive after a bit of time. There's a few different locations,
nothing massive and the textures are basic but functional.

Right now this is just a demo showing early potential, it's nothing more but flying around. However that alone is worth trying
out.. Is there a way to remove this game from my library? I'm so ashamed that all my friends can see I have bought this.....
Zombies, alot! Another nice set of puzzles.. Luv it DEFINiTELY would recommend especially if you like games like poly
bridge. Pretty awesome. Good story well put together. Lots of game play and freaken scary to boot. updated to reflect ubi
change of decision. Great game! Best bow wave shooter.. TLDR DONT BUY THIS GAME
I got this for a dollar, its barely worth that. They devs focused more on graphics and "wow" factors (like the 3 different camera
modes) instead of anything else. The gameplay, enemies, weapons, etc. havent changed very much at all in the year ive had the
game. They will be releasing a new game eventually, and it looks like theyre "stealing" assets they were supposed to put into this
game. Oh yeah, they also stole stuff from tons of other games. Look up "guardians of orion stealing" any of the first 5 links will
have more than enough proof that they stole models.
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Look at any of the other reviews, game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 devs keep promising and never delivering
(like no mans sky when it released), and they have changed the game\/company name at least 4 or 5 times now. What ISNT
shady about changing your name that many times? Again, DONT BUY THIS GAME
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Only been playing this for a few minutes, but its so much fun!

Great game and well worth the upgrade.. This game seriously needs a reboot. Sadly, the community overlooked this multiplayer
gem! It is a game that quite honestly simulates a Godzilla attack where one person plays the rampaging beast and every other
player does their best to stop it! The players have opportunities to access other vehicles and such weaponry while the beast can
upgrade their attacks.

I had the fortunate event of playing it in its true form with a group of friends, but it did not last long as there are obviously better
games out there, but with the right delivery this can really stand above the ashes as a phoenix worth documenting. Please bring it
back!. Another great Episode, just as good as Sapienza. A very big open map with loads of different opportunities and places to
explore. Also very well designed overall and definitely the hardest Episode yet.. All I can say is, I've driven better. It's nice if
you wanted it just to add to a collection, but the whistle is rubbish and it just had generic chuffing sounds.

Buy it if you want to complete some steam collection, but if you are a bit more serious, then don't. While mechanically additive
to the original and essentially required in order to partake in the modern modding and mapmaking community, the new races
and storylines pertaining to the "Shadow Magic" installment are unseemly. 9/10, better than AoW III. Excellent OST.
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